Abstract: Ship detection and recognition are important for smart monitoring of ships in order to manage port resources effectively. However, this is challenging due to complex ship profiles, ship background, object occlusion, variations of weather and light conditions, and other issues. It is also expensive to transmit monitoring video in a whole, especially if the port is not in a rural area. In this paper, we propose an on-site processing approach, which is called Embedded Ship Detection and Recognition using Deep Learning (ESDR-DL). In ESDR-DL, the video stream is processed using embedded devices, and we design a two-stage neural network named DCNet, which is composed of a DNet for ship detection and a CNet for ship recognition, running on embedded devices. We have extensively evaluated ESDR-DL, including performance of accuracy and efficiency. The ESDR-DL is deployed at the Dongying port of China, which has been running for over a year and demonstrates that it can work reliably for practical usage.
Introduction
With the development of the marine economy, marine transportation and management have been attracting more and more attention in modern ports [1] . Ship detection and recognition play an important role for marine transportation management. To accomplish the task of ship detection and recognition, video surveillance with static cameras is a good choice. Surveillance cameras are increasingly deployed for port management and security in order to realize a smart port [2] . However, this is challenging due to complex ship profiles, ship background and object occlusions, variations of weather and light conditions, and other issues.
Deep learning [3] provides a promising technology to tackle these issues. Vehicle plate text recognition is a popular image process method for vehicle identification, which shows promising results for accurate object recognition. The work in [4] handled Chinese car license plate recognition from traffic videos with image features extracted by DCNNs (Deep Convolutional Neural Networks). License plate recognition [5] based on deep learning was also used for feature extraction and classification. This regular character recognition is much simpler than these Chinese characters from ship license plates, due to the usage of various character types and complex backgrounds, and also the variations of ship plate locations.
At the same time, the number of monitor devices can be big, deployed at both the seashore and above the water, which are used to monitor ships sailing in the water and also ships going back and forth from a port. Therefore, the recognition approach requires good scalability and should have the capability to handle a considerate number of video streams. On the other hand, the transmission of all video streams back may not be possible as there may not be Internet connections in some places, and also the cost of using 4G for transmission of video streams is an important factor to design possible recognition solutions.
To address these challenges, we propose an embedded deep learning approach called ESDR-DL (Embedded Ship Detection and Recognition using Deep Learning), in order to conduct ship recognition on the fly by connecting the embedded device to a camera directly. In ESDR-DL, we propose a neural network named DCNet (composed with DNet and Cnet as detailed later) which conducts ship recognition as a classification problem by detecting and identifying key parts of a ship (the bow, the cabin, and the stern), and classifies the ship's identity based on these key parts. These classification results are then voted for the decision of the ship's identity. In order to boost performance, ESDR-DL is designed to handle multi-channel video at the same time. We conduct comprehensive evaluations for the embedded system of ESDR-DL, including the performance of accuracy and efficiency.
The contributions for this paper include:
• To decrease model parameters, we design a tiny network DNet for ship detection, and share the base convolutional layers with CNet.
•
To address challenges of variations of ship license plate locations and text types, we propose a classification network CNet to recognize ships.
We run the DCNet on embedded devices, which has good scalability and can handle a large number of video streams at the same time.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses the related work. Section 4 presents the architecture design of ESDR-DL. Section 3 discusses the implementation and training steps of DCNet. Section 5 presents comprehensive evaluations of the deployed solution. Section 6 concludes the paper.
Related Work
We will discuss deep learning and embedded device supported object recognition as ESDR-DL is in principle an embedded deep learning approach, we will also discuss vehicle recognition as ship is also a kind of vehicle.
Deep Learning
The concept of deep learning originates from the study of artificial neural networks, proposed by Hinton et al. [6] . Deep learning have made remarkable achievements in the field of image processing, especially for object detection. SSD is a typical one stage detector proposed in [7] , which processes images in a single network, and and has good efficiency and accuracy. Faster R-CNN [8] is a two-stage detector, which uses RPN (Region Proposal Network) to produce high-quality region proposals and then detect them with Fast R-CNN [9] .
Redmon presents a single neural network named YOLO, which abandons anchor boxes, and predicts bounding boxes and class probabilities directly from a full image in one evaluation [10] . YOLO considers object detection as a regression problem to predict bounding boxes and class probabilities. It can be optimized as end-to-end directly with good detection performance. Fast YOLO can process 155 frames per second. Compared with other state-of-the-art detection algorithms, YOLO makes more localization errors.
YOLOV2 [11] is based on YOLO [10] . YOLOV2 removes the fully connected layers from YOLO and uses anchor boxes to predict bounding boxes. The YOLOV2 model can run with various image sizes, and it is easy to make a trade-off between speed and accuracy. YOLOV2 is faster than YOLO, which can process 200 frames per second with the Tiny model. Table 1 shows the performance of these algorithms. 
Vehicle Identification
There are many state-of-the-art algorithms that can be used for vehicle detection, such as RCNN [9] YOLO [10] , which have high real-time performance, but the accuracy is not high for ship recognition. In [12] , Wang proposed a vehicle real-time detection algorithm based on YOLOv2. It optimized important parameters of the model, and improved the number and size of anchors in the model, which can achieve both real-time and high accuracy for vehicle detection. It tested by a home-made dataset, which showed higher accuracy and ran faster than YOLOv2 [11] and RCNN. However, the real-time performance is based on high-performance equipment, which is not suitable for us.
Plate recognition is the most typical application for vehicle identification. Liu et al. [13] proposed CogniMem, which used a neural-network chip to recognize license plates. The CogniMem combined a video image processing module with a neural network module by using an equalized image processing algorithm and network classification algorithm. It contained processes of license location, character segmentation and character recognition. CogniMem can recognize car plates with low error; however, it required that the plates have a fixed character position and limited character type and numbers. Lin [14] proposed a method named ALPR to detect and recognize the characters in the plate region of an image. The approach is not applicable to the situation in which new targets emerge that are not annotated in its database.
Embedded Object Recognition
Embedded image processing has been attracting a lot of efforts. In [15] , Arth et al. designed a full-featured license plate detection and recognition method using DSP. The processing core is a single Texas Instruments fixed point DSP with 1 MB RAM. Additionally, a slower SDRAM memory block of 16 MB exists. It can achieve real-time performance. In addition, Kamat and Ganesan [16] implemented a license plate detection system on a DSP using the Hough transform. Kang et al. [17] implemented a vehicle tracking and license plate recognition system on a PDA. An FPGA was used by Bellas et al. [18] to speed up parts of their license plate recognition system.
There was research that ran the Fast R-CNN on Jetson TK1 platform [19] . Although additional modifications on the Fast R-CNN were made to fit TK1, the detection speed was very low (1.85 frames per second-fps). The work in [20] ran a seven-layer CNN on TDA3x SoC for object classification, and the overall system performance was 15 fps. Therefore, a powerful software/hardware platform is needed to support efficient embedded deep learning based real-time video processing.
Designing a Recognition Neural Network-DCNet
DCNet is a two-stage network that consists of a DNet and a CNet as shown in Figure 1 . DNet is a fully convolutional network [21] for ship parts detection including ship bow, cabin and stern. CNet is a classifier that can takes an image of any size and output a set of classification scores. We locate the ship parts from the DNet, and feed them into the CNet to get three classification scores (bow score, cabin score, stern score) of ship identify. Finally, a voter is used to recognize the ship as shown in Figure 1 . 
DNet
Region Proposal is one of the key points for a target detection network, such as Faster R-CNN [8] using RPN to generate better regions, and YOLOv1 [10] splitting an image into grid cells as region proposals to improve the detection efficiency. As shown in Figure 2 , DNet divides the input image into 6 × 6 grid cells as region proposals like YOLOv1 [10] . Each region proposal consists of eight predictions: x, y, w, h, c, C × 3. The (x, y) coordinates represent the center of the predicted box. w and h represent the width and height of the predicted box. c represents the IOU (intersection-over-union) between the predicted box and ground truth box. C × 3 represents the probability classes of bow, cabin and stern. Inspired by YOLOv1, DNet models the detection as a regression problem. Since the object and background are relatively simple, object features are relatively obvious, and the network is not as deep as VGGNet [10] and ResNet [22] . We pay more attention to the decreasing network model parameters. DNet resizes the image to 192 × 192 as the input and we design five layers to extract features from an image; the last two layers predict the object probabilities and its coordinates.
DNet predicts bounding boxes based on grid cells. A grid cell produces one bounding box predictor. We need one bounding box predictor to be "responsible" for each object, and choose the one based on which prediction has the highest current IOU (intersection-over-union) with the ground truth. To choose a proper predictor for each object, at training time, we design the loss L g function as follows:
where S 2 is the number of the grid cells, C i is the confidence value that the predicting box contain an object, and C * i is the IOU between predicted bounding box with ground truth. If there is no object in predictions, then C * i = 0. The final layer predicts both class probabilities and bounding box coordinates; we calculate the coordinates loss and classification loss only when the predictor is a proper one, the loss function is:
where p c is the predicting class and p * c is the truth class. The loss of L box is under the assumption that the predictor is a proper one. Therefore, it may not be ideal to weight the L grid equally to L box . We use λ to weight the loss, and the final loss function is designed as follows:
CNet
Ship recognition is challenging, and we can make use of the fact that there is only a limited number of ships in a port. CNet model considers the recognition problem as a classification problem, which is connected to the end of the DNet. We set the output boxes and classes as the input and share the first three layers' feature maps of the DNet. The boxes is resized to 14 × 14 by a ROIPool layer as shown in Figure 3 , which was proposed in [8] . Two extra convolutional layers followed by the ROIPool layer are added, and, finally, two fully connected layers and a softmax layer are used to predict the output probabilities. Score i denotes the output score of probabilities i. It weights the score of cabins equally with scores of bow and stern which may not be ideal. To resolve this, we use λ to weight the scores.
Training and Running
Before training, we have to label the ship data set. We quadrangle the bow, cabin and stern with (c,i,x,y,w,h). c represents the key point of ships, and i represents the identification of the key point, (x,y) represents the upper-left coordinates of the box, w represents the with of the box and h represent the hight of the box. To learn the shared features, we train the DCNet with two steps as shown in Figure 4 . In the first step, we train the DCNet use the ship data set, we set the initial learning rates as 0.01 and decrease by one tenth per 10,000 iterations; after 50,000 iterations, the losses tend to stabilize.
In the second step, we fix the shared convolutional layers and only fine-tune the unique layers of CNet. During CNet training, we feed the ship data sets to the shared convolutional layers and rectangle the box feature maps, unify the box feature maps size by the ROIPool layer, and, lastly, classify the feature maps with the unique layers of CNet. We set the initial learning rates as 0.1 and decrease by one-tenth per 5000 iterations; after 40,000 iterations, the loss tends to be stabilized. When running the model, firstly, the DNet predicts the coordinates and classes of bow, cabin and stern, and then it rectangles key ship parts from the sharing feature maps and feeds them to the CNet to get the probability scores, as shown in Figure 5 . 
Architecture Design of ESDR-DL
In order to reduce network traffic caused by video streaming from surveillance cameras, and resolve the limitation of low transmission bandwidth, we design an embedded architecture for deep learning, which connects surveillance cameras and performs image processing at the front end, as shown in Figure 6 . In this ESDR-DL, the video stream is connected to a nearby TX2 through a LAN. To ensure real-time performance of video surveillance, each TX2 receives only one or two video streams. When the system is running, a Video Stream Receiver in TX2 is responsible for receiving the video stream accessed by the current device, decoding the video stream through a Video Stream Decoder, and inputting the decoded images to an Image Processor for detection. In the Image Processor, the DCNet model is used to detect and identify key parts of a ship (the bow, the cabin, and the stern), and classify the ship's identity based on these key parts, and output three prediction results. These prediction results are then used in a Voter for the decision of the ship's identity.
We use NVIDIA Jetson TX2 as it is an industry-leading embedded computing device. Table 2 lists the main properties of TX2 related to our work in this paper. 
Experiment Results
We use the recall-R and precision-P as the evaluation standard, defined as R = TP/(TP + FN) , P = TP/(TP + FP).
TP refers to true positive, FN indicates false negative, and FP means false positive.
Algorithm Performance
To evaluate the performance of DNet, we use a ship data set that has 6000 images collected from Donging port, Shandong, China. We have tested both Yolo Tiny and DNet, running on TX2 and GTX TITAN X. In addition, 4700 images are used for training and 1300 are used for testing. Table 3 shows the test results. We can see that DNet achieves much higher energy efficiency with a little lower accuracy. YOLOv1 splits an image into 7 × 7 grid cells; considering the big target of ship and the limitation of computing capacity of a TX2, we decrease the grid cells to reduce model parameters. As is shown in Table 4 where efficiency is measured by FPS (Frames Per Seconds), a test is made to check this, and DNet splits an image into 6 × 6, considering the performance-accuracy trade off. The λ for loss L in Equation (3) can be changed based on different scenarios and targets. We adjust λ experimentally and the results is shown in Table 5 . Concluding from the tests, we set λ = 0.7. We adjust λ experimentally for voting strategy and test its impact on accuracy as in Table 6 . We can conclude the weights from it that λ c > λ b > λ s . We set λ b = 0.3, λ c = 0.5 and λ s = 0.2. Table 6 . λ impacts on recognition accuracy. 
System Performance
ESDR-DL is deployed to Dongying port, China. The video cameras used are Hikvision DS-2CD3T25D-I5. The pixel used is 1920 × 1080 and the frame rate is 30 fps. We use seven TX2s for 10 cameras as shown in Table 7 . Four cameras are installed on both sides of the entrance with a height of 8 m. Others are installed inside the port. Table 7 . Deployment of cameras and TX2s.
TX2-1 entrance camera-1 TX2-2 entrance camera-2 TX2-3 entrance camera-3 TX2-3 entrance camera-4 TX2-4 inside port camera-1 TX2-5 inside port camera-2 TX2-6 inside port camera-3 TX2-6 inside port camera-4 TX2-7 inside port camera-5 TX2-7 inside port camera -6 During one month's running, we collect 13,000 recognized records and checks the accuracy manually. There are a total of 14,536 ships in videos. Table 8 illustrates the recall and precision rates of ship detection and recognition. S denotes the ship number occurring in each camera, D-P stands for the ship detection precision, D-R is the detection recall, R-P is the recognition precision, R-R refers to the recognition recall, and T denotes the processing efficiency of each camera. Comparing Tables 6 and 8 , we can find that the accuracy of actual running is lower than the accuracy testing in the home-made data set because there are new ships arriving the port and the ESDR-DL can not recognize these new ships. In addition, ESDR-DL performs better for the inside-port monitoring cameras because there are some far away scenes of ships from the entrance cameras and only close scenes exist from the inside-port cameras, while DCNet focus on big target detection and recognition. In addition, as shown in Figure 7 , the system can run in bad weather conditions (such as rain and smog) in practice. In order to test the performance of the system in bad weather, we run the system in rain and smog weather, and run it at dusk (5:00 p.m.-6:00 p.m.). The detection recognition results are shown in Table 9 .
The recognition results are shown in Table 10 . We can see that the accuracy of the system is dropping sharply in rain and smoggy weather, while performing well at dusk. This is not a problem in practice as there are very few ships in such weather conditions. 
Conclusions
Considering the challenges of ship detection and recognition, this paper proposes an embedded deep learning system for ship detection and recognition named ESDR-DL. It first locates the bow, cabin and stern of the ship using DNet, and then recognizes them by a classification network named CNet. Finally, voting is used to recognize the ship identification. We implement the ESDR-DL with an embedded architecture which supports real-time video processing. We have deployed ESDR-DL at Dongying port, China. It has been running stably in the past year, which shows the effectiveness of our solution. In the future, we will adopt a multi-model data fusion approach [23, 24] to improve the recognition accuracy. 
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